Continuous Monitoring of Aortic Valve Opening in Rotary Blood Pump Patients.
Rotary blood pumps (RBPs) typically support the left ventricle by pumping blood from the ventricle to the aorta, partially bypassing the aortic valve (AV). Monitoring the AV opening during RBP support would provide important information about cardiac-pump interaction. However, currently this information is not continuously available. In this study, an algorithm to determine AV opening using available pump signals was evaluated in humans. Pump speed changes were performed in 15 RBP patients to elicit opening of the AV. Simultaneously to pump data recordings, the AV was continuously monitored using echocardiography. The algorithm, which classifies the AV state utilizing three features (skewness, kurtosis, and crest factor) calculated from the pump flow waveform, was compared to echocardiography by using cross-validation analysis. Additionally, numerical simulation was used to evaluate effects of different pump characteristics and cannula length, as well as mitral valve insufficiency on the AV opening detection method. More than 7000 heart beats were analyzed. The correct classification rate using the developed algorithm was 91.1% (sensitivity 91.0%, specificity 91.2%). Numerical simulations showed that the flow waveform shape used for AV opening detection is preserved under the different conditions studied. This study demonstrates that the AV opening can be reliably detected in RBP patients using available pump data. Once implemented in RBP controllers, this method will provide a novel tool to improve the management of RBP patients, particularly for adjustments of the pump speed and flow and for the evaluation of the assisted cardiac function.